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CONTENT 

1. Thesis purpose and objectives 

1.1. Research purposes 

To clarify the characteristics of Tay people’s performance art of Then ritual in Bac 

Son district in the area of Then Lang Son. Thereby, to find out transformation of Then 

Ritual Performing Arts in the context of national culture on stage nowadays contributes 

to the effective preservation and promotion of traditional cultural identity values of this 

type of performing art. 

1.2. Object and scope of research  

The elements of Tay people’s performance art of Then ritual include time, space, 

scripts, performers, performance methods, and presence of artistic elements (art , music, 

dance, performance, etc); the relationship between the performer and the participant. 

2. Research Methods 

To achieve the objectives set out, the topic uses interdisciplinary research methods 

such as folk culture, artistic study, anthropology of religion, etc. Specific research 

methods are as follows: fieldwork, observation, live interviews; statistics - comparison; 

analysis and synthesis. 

3. Main results and conclusions 

* Results 

- Systematizing the published researches and comprehensive presentation of 

“Then promotion” ritual of Tay people in Bac Son district, Lang Son province. 



- This is the first thesis to systematically survey the characteristics of Tay people’s 

performance art of Then ritual in Bac Son district, Lang Son province; provides a specific 

material in order to clarify the individual features of performance art of Then ritual in 

Bac Son district, Lang Son province. 

- In aspect of cultural studies, it is shown characteristics of religious belief of Tay 

people in Bac Son district in the cultural space of Viet Bac area; syncretism among the 

elements of performance art through explanation of meaning of the ritual; comparison of 

similarities and differences through cross culture among Tay, Nung, and Kinh people as a 

prominent feature in Tay people’s performance art of Then ritual in Bac Son district, 

which contributes to diversity in traditional beliefs of Vietnam. 

- The thesis affirms the values of Tay people’s performance art of Then ritual in 

Bac Son district, Lang Son province. 

- Research results of the thesis have raised some discussion on role, meaning, 

transformation and adaptation problems on the current performance stage. 

* Conclusions 

- Cultural heritage is the core of ethnic and cultural identity, which is a basis to 

create new values. It is crucial to preserve, inherit and promote the traditional cultural 

values, including tangible and intangible culture. Then is a typical intangible cultural 

heritage of Tay people. 

- In aspect of cultural studies, the thesis clarifies the characteristics and syncretism 

among the elements of Then ritual through explanation of meanings of the ritual; pointing 

out similarities and differences in the same Then rituals but in different ethnic minority 

groups (Tay and Nung people); Recognizing cross culture among Tay people in Bac Son 

district and belief in mother worship of Kinh people. 

- Art is creative, Then ritual only achieves a level in performance art when there is 

creativity of master Then and participants, asserting that performance art of Then ritual is 

syncretic and the highest level when Then ritual is created and emotions are sublimated 

on the spiritual stage. 



- Finding out the values of Tay people’s performance art of Then ritual has helped 

us understand cultural life of Tay people better. The artistic elements in Then ritual 

represent part of Tay people’s views of the world and human life. It is vital to get 

effective solutions to implementation of exploitation, preservation and promotion of the 

ritual performance art values. 

Thus, it can be seen that performance art of Then ritual in Bac Son in particular 

and in cultural space of Tay people’s community in general is an important part which 

makes cultural life of Tay people. It is shown in the thesis that syncretism in Tay people’s 

performance art of Then ritual is still superbly preserved in modern society and it still has 

certain influences on Tay people's lives. Preservation and promotion of these cultural and 

artistic values not only contribute to preserving identity of Tay people’s community but 

also play an important role in preserving traditional national culture, stabilizing society 

and contributing to the diversified development of one of these forms of special folklore. 
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